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COMPUTING PLATFORM CERTIFICATE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of the ?ling date 
of copending provisional application U.S. Ser. No. 60/399, 
592, ?led Jul. 30, 2002, entitled “Firmware Run-Time 
Authentication” to Balard et al. 

[0002] This application also claims priority under the Paris 
Convention for the Protection of Intellectual Property of 
Application Number 022930572, ?led Dec. 10, 2002 in the 
European Patent Of?ce. No foreign application for this same 
subject matter has been ?led that has a ?ling date before 
Dec. 10, 2002. 

STATEMENT OF FEDERALLY SPONSORED 
RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0003] Not Applicable 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] 1. Technical Field 

[0005] This invention relates in general to processing 
devices and, more particularly, to a secure computing sys 
tem. 

[0006] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0007] Present day computing devices take many forms 
and shapes. Traditional computing devices include personal 
computers. More recently, mobile computing devices, such 
as PDA (personal digital assistants) and smart phones have 
blurred the distinction betWeen computing devices and tele 
communications devices. Further, computing devices are 
being used in manners virtually invisible to the user, such as 
controllers in automobiles. 

[0008] Manufacturers of computing devices, or parts of 
computing devices such as processors, have heretofore been 
unable to provide security to the operation of their device. 
One particular Well-knoWn security haZard involves attacks 
on a computing device by third parties. Using a variety of 
techniques, an attacker may change system ?les, application 
?les, or data in the computing device. In some cases, such 
attacks are an annoyance; in other cases, the attacks can 
result in tremendous eXpenses to the oWner. 

[0009] Not all unauthoriZed modi?cations of a computing 
device are caused by third parties. Some modi?cations of the 
intended operation of a computing device are caused by the 
user. For eXample, a user may change a device’s intended 
settings, sometimes With the aid of unauthoriZed softWare, to 
“improve” the operation of a device. In some cases, such as 
the modi?cation of ?rmWare on an automobile controller, 
such changes could be eXtremely dangerous. 

[0010] In other cases, a user may Want to transfer data or 
programs from a ?rst device to a second device. This may be 
improper due to copyright restrictions or may involve mov 
ing softWare to a platform Where it is not stable. 

[0011] Manufacturers are increasingly aWare of the need 
to verify the origin and integrity of system ?rmWare, soft 
Ware and data. While some mechanisms have had some 
success, such as digital certi?cates to verify the origin of a 
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softWare provider, these measures have proven incomplete 
and easily circumvented, particular by sophisticated attack 
ers or users. 

[0012] Therefore, a need has arisen for a secure computing 
platform. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0013] In the present invention, a computing device com 
prises a processing system With an externally-accessible 
memory coupled to the processing system. An electronic ?le 
is stored in the externally-accessible memory With a digital 
certi?cate containing information associating the electronic 
?le and an identi?er linked to the computing device. The 
processing system determines Whether there is a valid asso 
ciation betWeen a current state of the electronic ?le and the 
identi?er prior to accessing the electronic ?le. 

[0014] The present invention provides signi?cant advan 
tages over the prior art. Application softWare and data ?les 
may be maintained securely to prevent modi?cation to 
important ?les or to prevent the transferring of program or 
data ?les betWeen devices. 

[0015] In one aspect of the invention, a unique identi? 
cation number for the computing device, such as an IMEI 
number, is stored in the externally accessible memory in a 
data ?le and protected With the digital certi?cate to prevent 
either changing of the identi?cation number or transferring 
the electronic ?le containing the identi?cation number to 
another device. Storage of the identi?cation number in 
externally-accessible memory greatly simpli?es the produc 
tion of the computing device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] For a more complete understanding of the present 
invention, and the advantages thereof, reference is noW 
made to the folloWing descriptions taken in conjunction With 
the accompanying draWings, in Which: 

[0017] FIG. 1 illustrates a basic block diagram shoWing 
various protection mechanisms used to protect ?rmWare, 
application softWare, and data in a mobile computing envi 
ronment; 

[0018] FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred embodiment for a 
manufacturer certi?cate shoWn in FIG. 1; 

[0019] FIG. 3 is a How chart shoWing the use of the 
manufacturer certi?cate in a secure boot loader and a secure 

boot checker program; 

[0020] FIG. 4 illustrates a How chart describing the 
authentication of the manufacturer’s public key as stored in 
the manufacturer certi?cate; 

[0021] FIG. 5 illustrates a How chart describing authen 
tication of the certi?cate signature ?eld in a manufacturer 
certi?cate; 

[0022] FIG. 6 illustrates a How chart describing authen 
tication of the originator’s public key ?eld in a manufacturer 
certi?cate; 

[0023] FIG. 7 illustrates a How chart authenticating the 
?rmWare bound to a manufacturer certi?cate; 
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[0024] FIG. 8 is a How chart describing die identi?cation 
code veri?cation in a manufacturer certi?cate; 

[0025] FIG. 9 is a How chart describing the operation of 
a secure run-time platform data checker and a secure run 

time checker; 

[0026] FIG. 10 illustrates the binding of an application ?le 
or data ?le to a computing platform through a platform 
certi?cate; 
[0027] FIG. 11 illustrates the unbinding of an application 
or data ?le from the platform certi?cate necessary to execute 
the application or use the data ?le Within an application; 

[0028] FIG. 12 describes a particular use of the manufac 
turer and/or platform certi?cate to securely store a IMEI 
(International Mobile Equipment Identity) number in exter 
nal memory; 

[0029] FIG. 13 illustrates a block diagram of using ?elds 
in the manufacture certi?cate to control the operation of the 
device; 
[0030] FIG. 14 illustrates a variation on FIG. 13 Where 
con?guration data is stored in a data ?le protected by a 
platform certi?cate; and 

[0031] FIG. 15 illustrates an alternative design for access 
ing the device 10 is a certain mode, such as a test mode. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0032] The present invention is best understood in relation 
to FIGS. 1-15 of the draWings, like numerals being used for 
like elements of the various draWings. 

[0033] FIG. 1 illustrates a basic block diagram shoWing 
various protection mechanisms used to protect ?rmWare, 
application softWare, and data in a mobile computing envi 
ronment. While the invention is discussed herein With regard 
to a mobile computing device, such as a mobile phone or 
PDA, it is applicable to other computing devices as Well. 

[0034] The circuitry of mobile computing device 10 of 
FIG. 1 is divided into three major blocks. A baseband 
processing system 12, an external non-volatile memory 
system 14, and a RF (radio frequency) system 16. The 
baseband processing system is responsible for processing 
data prior to RF modulation. In FIG. 1, the baseband 
processing system 12 embeds an internal memory subsystem 
18, including SRAM (static random access memory) 20, 
ROM (read-only memory) 22 and a fused memory array 
(eFuse) 24. One or more processing devices 26, such as 
general purpose processors, digital signal processors, and 
coprocessors, are coupled to the internal memory subsystem 
18. Input/Output (I/O) circuitry 28 is coupled to the proces 
sor(s) 26 and internal memory subsystem 18. 

[0035] FirmWare 30, application softWare 32 and data ?les 
34 are stored in the external non-volatile memory system 14. 
FirmWare 30 is the basic system code stored on the device 
by the manufacturer prior to sale. The ?rmWare 30 is 
permanently resident on the platform, although it may be 
updated by the manufacturer to add functionality or to 
correct errors. In many cases, it is extremely important that 
only the ?rmWare 30 placed on the device 10 by the 
manufacturer is used, and that the ?rmWare not be modi?ed 
or replaced by anyone other than the manufacturer or 
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someone Working under the authority of the manufacturer. 
Hence, security is an extremely important issue With regard 
to ?rmWare 30. Additionally, it is important that unautho 
riZed ?rmWare is not executed. Security may also be an issue 
With regard to application softWare 32 and data ?les 34. For 
application softWare 32 and data ?les 34, it is often impor 
tant to ensure the integrity of these ?les; for example, it may 
be desirable to ensure that the ?les are not modi?ed, deleted 
or replaced by other “virus” softWare. Also, it is often 
important to prevent the copying of application softWare 32 
and data ?les 34 (such as music and video ?les) to protect 
the copyrights of the oWner of the underlying Work. 

[0036] As shoWn in FIG. 1, tWo types of protection 
mechanisms may be used to protect the contents of the 
external memory, Which is often easily accessible. With 
regard to the ?rmWare, a “manufacturer” certi?cate 36 binds 
the ?rmWare to the particular computing device 10 (multiple 
manufacturer certi?cates may be bound to respective ?rm 
Ware tasks). Similarly, application softWare 32 and data ?les 
34 are bound to the particular computing device 10 by 
respective “platform” certi?cates 38. These certi?cates, 
described in detail beloW, can be used to prevent modi?ca 
tion of (and optionally to preserve the con?dentiality of) the 
?rmWare, application softWare and data, and further prevent 
copying the ?rmWare, application softWare and data to 
another device. 

[0037] The security features described herein make use of 
several encryption techniques. In “symmetric-key” (or 
“secret key”) cryptography, the same secret key is used for 
both encryption and decryption. An example of a symmet 
ric-key cryptosystem is DES (Data Encryption Standard). In 
“asymmetric” (or “public-key”) cryptography, a pair of keys 
are used, a secret key and a public key. A key generation 
algorithm produces the matched pair of keys, such that 
information may be encrypted using the public key (Which 
may be published to prospective senders) and decrypted 
using the private key (Which is maintained in secret by the 
recipient) and, conversely, information encrypted With the 
private key can be decrypted With the public key. Deducing 
the private key from the public key is not computationally 
feasible. Using an asymmetric cryptosystem, parties With no 
prior security arrangement can exchange information, since 
the private key need not be sent through a secure channel. 
RSA encryption (developed by RSA Security, Inc.) is an 
example of public key cryptography. 

[0038] A one-Way hash function takes a variable-length 
input and produces a ?xed-length output, knoWn as a “mes 
sage digest” or “hash”. The hash function ensures that, if the 
information is changed in any Way, an entirely different 
output value is produced. Hash algorithms are typically used 
in verifying the integrity of data. SHA-l (160 bit hash) and 
MDS (128 bit hash) are examples of one-Way hash func 
tions. 

[0039] A digital signature enables the recipient of infor 
mation to verify the authenticity of the information’s origin, 
and also verify that the information is intact. Typically, the 
sender signs a message by computing its hash and encrypt 
ing the hash With the sender’s private key. The recipient 
veri?es the signature on the message by decrypting it With 
sender’s public key (thus obtaining the transmitted hash), 
computing the hash of the received message, and comparing 
the tWo. Thus, public key digital signatures provide authen 
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tication and data integrity. A digital signature also provides 
non-repudiation, which means that it prevents the sender 
from disclaiming the origin of the information. DSA (Digital 
Signature Algorithm) is an example of a digital signature 
cryptosystem. 

[0040] One issue with public key cryptosystems is that 
users must be constantly vigilant to ensure that they are 
encrypting or decrypting with the correct public key, to be 
protected against man-in-the-middle attacks (where an 
attacker intercepts packets in a data stream, modi?es the 
packets, and passes them to their intended destination by 
claiming to be the original sender). A digital certi?cate is a 
form of digital passport or credential that simpli?es the task 
of establishing whether a public key truly belongs to the 
purported owner. In its simplest form, a certi?cate is the 
user’s public key that has been digitally signed by someone 
trusted, such as a certi?cate authority. A certi?cate can also 
contain additional information such as version number, user 
ID number, eXpiration date, and so on. 

[0041] Certain code and keys are maintained internally on 
the baseband processing system 12 in support of other 
security features. Several system programs are located in 
ROM 22, in order to prevent any malicious tampering. The 
programs include the Secure Boot Loader (described in 
detail in connection with FIG. 3), the Secure Reset Boot 
Checker (described in detail in connection with FIG. 3), the 
Secure Run-Time Platform Data Checker (described in 
detail in connection with FIG. 9), the Secure Run-Time 
Checker (described in detail in connection with FIG. 9), the 
Secure Run-Time Loader (described in detail in connection 
with FIGS. 10 and 11), and various cryptographic software 
to support data encryption and hashing. Some or all of the 
cryptographic techniques may be performed in conjunction 
with a dedicated crypto-processor. 

[0042] In addition, in the preferred embodiment, certain 
system data is maintained on the eFuse Array 24 (or other 
permanent memory internal to the baseband processing 
system 12). After the data is written to the array, further 
writing to the particular location is disabled, such that the 
data cannot be overwritten. 
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[0043] A die identi?cation number is a unique number 
associated with each individual device. In the preferred 
embodiment, this number is stored as DIE_ID_FUSE in the 
eFuse array 24 at the time of manufacture. This identi?ca 
tion code is not considered secret and may be read by 
non-secure software. 

[0044] The manufacturer’s public key (the “manufacturer” 
being the manufacture of device 10) is also stored in the 
eFuse array 24 after hashing as H_Man_Pub_Key. The 
location storing H_Man_Pub_Key does not need to be 
protected from external access, since the manufacturer’s 
public key is not secret; however, it should be protected from 
modi?cation after writing. Use of H_Man_Pub_Key is dis 
cussed in greater detail in connection with FIG. 4. It should 
be noted that the hashing of the manufacturer’s public key 
is optional; hashing is used to compact long keys to reduce 
the amount of memory needed to store the key. 

[0045] A test ID, or other access ID, may also be hashed 
and stored in the eFuse array 24. The hashed test ID 
(H_Test_ID) may be used to prevent unauthoriZed access to 
the device in test mode, where certain protections are 
disabled. This aspect is discussed in greater detail in con 
nection with FIG. 15. 

[0046] A Key Encryption Key is a secret key 
preferably generated by a random number generator internal 
to the baseband processor at the time of production of the 
device. The KEK is stored in the eFuse array 24 and is not 
modi?able or externally accessible. The KEK for a particu 
lar device, therefore, cannot be determined even by the 
manufacturer. The KEK is used to dynamically provide 
additional encrypted keys for the platform certi?cates 38, as 
described in greater detail in connection with FIGS. 10 and 
11. 

[0047] FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred embodiment for a 
manufacturer certi?cate 36. It should be understood that a 
manufacture certi?cate 36 for a particular device could 
contain more or less ?elds than the embodiment shown in 
FIG. 2. Asummary of the ?elds of the for the manufacturer 
certi?cate 36 of FIG. 2 are described in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Field Name Function 

Manufacturer Certi?cate 

S ecurity 

CERTLSIZE 
CERTLTYPE 
DEBUGiREQ 
CODELADDR 
CODELSIZE 

Certi?cate’s size (in bytes) 
Certi?cate’s type: Manufacturer 
Debug request 
Address where is stored the code to verify 
Size of the software module (in bytes) 

CODELSTARTLADDR Address of software entry point 
MANiPUBiKEY 
ORIGLP UBLKEY 

SWLSIG 

DIELID 
CONFLPARAM 

Software signature by the Originator 

Manufacturer’s Public Key 
Originator’s Public Key 

ORIGLPUBLKEYLSIG Signature of Originator’s Public Key 
by the Manufacturer 

Originator’s Public Key, hashed and 
encrypted using Manufacturer’s 
private key 
Firmware code hashed and 
encrypted using Originator’s 
private key 

Die ID number 
Platform con?guration parameters: 
DPLL frequency 
Memory access wait-state 
Initial values of HW con?guration 
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TABLE l-continued 
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Manufacturer Certi?cate 

Field Name Function Security 

parameters such as RF parameters (?lters, 
gains) or battery management 
parameters (charging curves) 
Data related to the hardware Platform: 
IMEI number 
Certi?cate signature by the manufacturer 

PLATFORMiDATA 

SIGiCERT Manufacturer certi?cate ?elds hashed 
and encrypted using Manufacturer’s 
private key 

[0048] The certi?cate size (CERT_SIZE) and certi?cate 
type (CERT_TYPE) ?elds indicate the size and the type (i.e., 
“manufacturer”) of the manufacturer certi?cate 36. The 
debug request (DEBUG_REQ) may be set by the manufac 
turer to enable or disable emulation on the device. As 
described below, only the manufacturer can set the value of 
this ?eld. The code address (CODE_ADDR) ?eld indicates 
the starting address of the code in the external memory 14. 
The code size ?eld (CODE_SIZE) indicates the size (in 
bytes) of the ?rmware. The code starting address (COD 
E_START_ADDR) indicates the entry point of the ?rmware 
at execution. 

[0049] The manufacturer certi?cate 36 further includes the 
manufacturer’s public key (MAN_PUB_KEY) and the soft 
ware originator’s public key (ORIG_PUB_KEY); this 
assumes that the ?rmware is generated by a third party with 
its own signature. If the ?rmware is generated by the 
manufacturer, a second public key for the manufacturer can 
be optionally be used. A signature for the originator’s public 
key is generated by hashing ORIG_PUB_KEY and encrypt 
ing the hashed ORIG_PUB_KEY using the manufacturer’s 
private key (MAN_PRI_KEY). 
[0050] A software signature is generated by hashing the 
code of ?rmware 30 and encrypting the resulting hashed 
code using the originator’s private key (ORIG_PRI_KEY). 
Since ORIG_PRI_KEY is private to the originator, the 
SW_SIG must be provided to the manufacturer by the 
originator. 
[0051] The DIE_ID of the particular device 10 is added to 
the manufacturer certi?cate 36. This couples the code to a 
single device, preventing copying of the ?rmware to a 
different device. 

[0052] Con?guration parameters are set in the CONF 
_PARAM ?eld of the manufacturer certi?cate 36. As 
described in connection with FIGS. 13 and 14, information 
in this ?eld can be used to set functionality in the device 10. 
For example, parameters in the CONF_PARAM ?eld could 
be used to set DPLL (digital phase lock loop) frequencies, 
memory access wait states, ?lter and gain values in the RF 
circuitry 16, and battery management parameters (such as 
charging curves). 
[0053] Data unique to the particular device can be stored 
in the PLATFORM_DATA ?eld. For example, an IMEI 
number can be stored in this ?eld. This aspect is described 
in greater detail in connection with FIG. 12. 

[0054] A manufacturer certi?cate signature (SIG_CERT) 
prevents tampering with any of the ?elds of the manufac 

turer certi?cate 36. The SIG_CERT is generated by hashing 
the other ?elds of the manufacturer certi?cate and encrypt 
ing the hashed code with the MAN_PRI_KEY. 

[0055] FIG. 3 is a ?ow chart showing the use of the 
manufacturer certi?cate 36 in a secure boot loader 50 and a 
secure boot checker program 52, preferably stored ROM 22 
to protect the programs from alteration of program ?ows. 
The secure boot loader determines whether boot system 
?rmware is available for uploading at power-up. If so, the 
secure boot loader ?rst loads a ?ash programmer. The ?ash 
programmer is used to load the system boot ?rmware. The 
?ash programmer must also have a manufacturer certi?cate 
36 and the secure boot loader is responsible for ensuring the 
authenticity and integrity of the ?ash programmer’s manu 
facturer certi?cate and the code of the ?ash programmer 
program prior to any execution of the ?ash programmer. The 
?ash programmer then uploads the system boot ?rmware. 

[0056] The secure reset boot checker 52 checks the 
authenticity and integrity of the certi?cate of the system boot 
?rmware (and any other ?rmware) stored in external 
memory 14 before its execution. Upon execution of the 
secure boot loader 50 or secure reset boot checker 52, the 
device 10 is con?gured to disallow any interruption or other 
bypassing of their execution prior to completion. 

[0057] In step 54, the secure boot loader 50 and secure 
reset boot checker 52 await a power-on or system reset. In 
step 56, upon a power-on or system reset, the secure boot 
loader 50 checks a chosen interface, such as the UART 

(universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter), for a syn 
chronization signal on the interface’s physical bus. If no 
activity is detected on the physical bus after a time-out or a 
watchdog reset (step 58), then it is assumed that no system 
?rmware download is forthcoming and control switches to 
the secure reset boot checker 52. 

[0058] Assuming that download activity is detected on the 
physical bus, steps 60 through 70 check the manufacturer 
certi?cate 36 of the ?ash programmer prior to any execution 
of the ?ash programmer. In step 60, the manufacturer’s 
public key (MAN_PUB_KEY) from the manufacturer cer 
ti?cate of the ?ash programmer is authenticated. Authenti 
cation of MAN_PUB_KEY is illustrated in FIG. 4. 

[0059] FIG. 4 illustrates a ?ow chart describing the 
authentication of the manufacturer’s public key as stored in 
the manufacturer certi?cate 36. In step 100, MAN_PUB 
_KEY from the manufacturer certi?cate of the ?rmware (in 
this case, the ?ash programmer) is hashed and, in step 102, 
the resulting hash is compared to H_MAN_PUB_KEY from 
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the eFuse memory array 24. If there is a match in step 104, 
then the authentication returns a “pass”; otherWise a fail is 
returned. 

[0060] In an alternative embodiment, a hashed value for 
the manufacturer’s public key is stored in manufacturer 
certi?cate 36; in this case, hashing step 100 can be elimi 
nated. Also, only a predetermined number of least signi?cant 
bits of the hashed manufacturer’s public key can be stored 
in the eFuse memory 14; in this case, only corresponding 
bits Would be compared in step 104. 

[0061] Referring again to FIG. 3, if the authentication of 
the manufacturer’s public key results in a “fail” in step 62, 
then the process is aborted in step 64, and the loading of the 
?ash programmer ceases. The device 10 is reset and the 
doWnloading of the ?ash programmer can be re-attempted. 

[0062] If the authentication of the manufacturer’s public 
key results in a “pass” in step 62, then the certi?cate 
signature (SIG_CERT) is authenticated in step 66. 

[0063] FIG. 5 illustrates a How chart describing the 
SIG_CERT authentication. In step 110, the ?elds of the 
manufacturer certi?cate 36, other than the SIG_CERT ?eld, 
are hashed. In step 112, the SIG_CERT ?eld of the manu 
facturer certi?cate 36 is decrypted using the MAN_PUB 
_KEY. It should be noted that the authentication of the 
manufacturer certi?cate is performed after the authentica 
tion of MAN_PUB_KEY; therefore, the SIG_CERT can 
only be decrypted properly if it Was originally encrypted 
using the manufacturer’s private key. The hash of the 
certi?cate from step 110 is compared With the decrypted 
SIG_CERT in step 114. If there is a match in step 116, then 
the authentication is passed; otherWise, it is failed. A failed 
authentication indicates that one or more of the ?elds of the 
manufacturer certi?cate 36 for the ?rmWare have been 
altered. 

[0064] Referring again to FIG. 3, if the authentication of 
the manufacturer certi?cate signature results in a “fail” in 
step 68, then the process is aborted in step 64, and the 
loading of the ?ash programmer ceases. The device 10 is 
reset and the doWnloading of the ?ash programmer can be 
re-attempted. 

[0065] Assuming the authentication of the manufacturer 
certi?cate signature passes, then step 70 authenticates the 
originator’s public key ?eld of the manufacturer certi?cate 
(ORIG_PUB_KEY) and authenticates the actual ?rmWare 
code, With respect to the originator’s public key and the 
softWare signature (SW_SIG). 

[0066] FIG. 6 illustrates a How chart describing the 
authentication of ORIG_PUB_KEY. In step 120, ORIG 
_PUB_KEY_SIG is decrypted using MAN_PUB_KEY. The 
ORIG_PUB_KEY ?eld of the manufacturer certi?cate 36 is 
hashed in step 122 and compared to the decrypted signature 
in step 124. If there is a match in decision block 126, the 
authentication passes; otherWise it fails, indicating that 
either the ORIG_PUB_KEY or the ORIG_PUB_KEY_SIG 
has been modi?ed. 

[0067] FIG. 7 illustrates a How chart authenticating the 
?rmWare bound to the manufacturer certi?cate 36. In step 
130, the SW_SIG ?eld of the manufacturer certi?cate 36 is 
decrypted using the ORIG_PUB_KEY, Which has previ 
ously been authenticated. In step 132, the ?rmWare 30 is 
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hashed. The resultant hash is compared to the decrypted 
signature in block 134. If there is a match in decision block 
136, the authentication passes; otherWise it fails, indicating 
that the ?rmWare has been modi?ed. 

[0068] Referring again to FIG. 3, if the authentication of 
either the originator’s public key or of the ?rmWare (in this 
case the ?ash programmer) fails in step 72, then the process 
is aborted in step 64, and the loading of the ?ash program 
mer ceases. The device 10 is reset and the doWnloading of 
the ?ash programmer can be re-attempted. 

[0069] If all authentication tests are passed, then the ?ash 
programmer eXecutes in block 74. The ?ash programmer 
loads the system boot softWare and forces a reset in step 76. 
Typically, the ?ash programmer is erased from memory 
prior to the reset. 

[0070] The secure reset boot checker 52 Will run after a 
timeout in decision block 58. This Will normally happen 
after completion of a ?ash programmer execution (unless 
there is another ?rmWare doWnload) or after a poWer-on or 
reset When there is no ?rmWare doWnload pending. The 
secure reset boot checker authenticates ?elds in the system 
boot softWare, as opposed to the manufacturer certi?cate of 
the ?ash programmer, as discussed in connection With the 
operation of the secure boot loader. 

[0071] In step 78, manufacturer’s public key of the manu 
facturer certi?cate 36 associated With the system boot soft 
Ware is authenticated using the authentication process shoWn 
in FIG. 4. If the authentication fails in decision block 80, 
then the process is aborted in block 64. 

[0072] If the manufacturer’s public key authentication 
passes in decision block 80, then the system boot ?rmWare 
certi?cate (CERT_SIG) is authenticated in block 82. 
Authentication of the ?rmWare certi?cate is shoWn in FIG. 
5. If the authentication fails in decision block 84, then the 
process is aborted in block 64. 

[0073] If the ?rmWare certi?cate authentication passes in 
decision block 84, then the originator’s public key (ORIG 
_PUB_KEY) is authenticated in block 86. Authentication of 
the originator’s public key is shoWn in FIG. 6. If the 
authentication fails in decision block 88, then the process is 
aborted in block 64. 

[0074] If the originator’s public key authentication passes 
in decision block 88, then the system boot ?rmWare is 
authenticated in block 90. Authentication of the ?rmWare is 
shoWn in FIG. 7. If the authentication fails in decision block 
92, then the process is aborted in block 64. 

[0075] If the ?rmWare authentication passes in decision 
block 92, then the die identi?cation code is veri?ed in block 
94. FIG. 8 is a How chart describing die identi?cation code 
veri?cation. In step 140, if the DIE_ID ?eld of the manu 
facturer certi?cate 36 is set to “0”, then a “0” is returned. 
OtherWise, the DIE_ID ?eld is compared to the DIE 
_ID_FUSE value stored in the eFuse memory 14. Avalue is 
returned indicating Whether or not the tWo ?elds matched. 

[0076] Referring again to FIG. 3, if the DIE_ID ?eld is set 
to “0”, then the Die ID validity status is returned and the 
process continues in block 96. 

[0077] If the DIE_ID ?eld is not set to “0”, and the die ID 
in the manufacturer certi?cate 36 does not match the DIE 
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_ID_FUSE in the eFuse memory 24, then certain features 
may be disabled; however, some features may remain avail 
able, such as the ability to make emergency calls. 

[0078] The secure boot loader and secure reset boot 
checker ensure that only valid ?rmWare is loaded onto the 
device 10, either at the time of manufactures or for upgrades. 
User or third party modi?cation or replacement of the stored 
?rmWare is prevented, since no system ?rmWare can be 
loaded Without encryption using the manufacturer’s private 
key. 

[0079] Nonetheless, even With protected installation of the 
?rmWare, additional measures are taken to prevent alteration 
of the ?rmWare, or speci?c data, during execution of the 
?rmWare. This additional security prevents disclosure of 
data stored in the device by altering execution privileges or 
the re-use of device 10 With unauthoriZed ?rmWare. 

[0080] During operation of the device 10, after loading the 
system ?rmWare, the secure run-time platform data checker 
and the secure run-time checker ensure that the system 
softWare is not modi?ed and ensures that settings provided 
in the PLATFORM_DATA ?eld of the manufacturer certi? 
cate 36 of the system softWare. 

[0081] FIG. 9 is a How chart describing the operation of 
the secure run-time platform data checker and the secure 
run-time checker. The secure run-time platform data checker 
200 prevents alteration of speci?c data associated With the 
device 10 that is stored in the PLATFORM_DATA ?eld of 
the manufacturer certi?cate 36. The secure run-time checker 
202 prevents alteration or sWapping of ?rmWare. 

[0082] In step 204, a secure service call is initiated. In the 
preferred embodiment, the secure service call is initiated 
upon detection of a period of inactivity of the processor(s) 
26, such that the checkers 200 and 202 cause minimal 
interference With other applications. The secure service call 
may also be initiated from an on-chip hardWare timer Which 
ensures that the service call is performed Within a pre-set 
time, regardless of available periods of inactivity. The pre 
set time can be con?gured at boot time according the a 
con?guration parameter stored in the CONFIG_PARAM 
?eld of the manufacturer certi?cate 36. Also, a secure 
service call can be initiated upon a request from a softWare 
application. Once the secure service call is initiated, all 
interrupts are disabled such that the processor executing the 
secure run-time platform data checker 200 and secure run 
time checker 202 cannot be interrupted nor deviated from 
execution of the checker tasks until completion. 

[0083] With regard to the secure run-time platform data 
checker, in step 206, the manufacturer’s public key (MAN - 
_PUB_KEY) stored in the manufacturer certi?cate 36 is 
authenticated, as previously described in connection With 
FIG. 4. Authenticating MAN_PUB_KEY prevents substi 
tution of false public key/private key combination for later 
authentication steps. 

[0084] If the manufacturer’s public key authentication 
fails in step 208, then the secure run-time platform data 
checker process 200 is aborted and the device is reset in step 
210. 

[0085] Assuming the manufacturer’s public key authenti 
cation passes in step 208, then the system boot ?rmWare 
certi?cate is authenticated in step 212. Authentication of the 
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system boot ?rmWare certi?cate is performed as previously 
described in connection With FIG. 5. This step ensures that 
no changes have been made to the data in the manufacturer 
certi?cate 36, particularly to the values stored in the PLAT 
FORM_DATA ?eld. 
[0086] If the system boot ?rmWare certi?cate authentica 
tion fails in step 214, then the secure run-time platform data 
checker process 200 is aborted and the device is reset in step 
210. 

[0087] If the DIE_ID of the manufacturer certi?cate is not 
set to Zero, then the DIE_ID ?eld is compared to DIE 
_ID_FUSE stored in the eFuse memory 24. A successful 
comparison guarantees that the platform related data in the 
manufacturer certi?cate belong to the platform. If the 
DIE_ID of the manufacturer certi?cate is set to Zero, a 
successful comparison of the PLATFORM_DATA ?eld read 
from the manufacturer certi?cate 36 With the PLATFORM 
_DATA ?eld associated With the platform certi?cate 38 
guarantees that the platform related data in the manufacturer 
certi?cate belongs to the platform. 

[0088] The validity status of the platform data is returned 
to the calling softWare (if any) in step 218. If the platform 
data does not match the expected platform data, certain 
features of the device may be disabled; hoWever, some 
features may remain available, such as the ability to make 
emergency calls. 

[0089] Steps 220 through 240 describe the operation of the 
secure run-time checker 202. These steps can be run on each 

?rmWare task. In step 220, the manufacturer’s public key 
(MAN_PUB_KEY) stored in the manufacturer certi?cate 36 
of the ?rmWare under test is authenticated, as previously 
described in connection With FIG. 4. Authenticating MAN - 
_PUB_KEY prevents substitution of false public key/private 
key combination for later authentication steps. 

[0090] If the manufacturer’s public key authentication 
fails in step 222, then, if the ?rmWare under test is the system 
boot ?rmWare (step 224), the secure run-time checker pro 
cess 202 is aborted and the device is reset in step 210. If the 
?rmWare under test is other than the system boot ?rmWare, 
then execution is aborted in step 226. 

[0091] Assuming the manufacturer’s public key authenti 
cation passes in step 222, then the ?rmWare certi?cate 
(SIG_CERT) of the ?rmWare under test is authenticated in 
step 228. Authentication of the ?rmWare certi?cate is per 
formed as previously described in connection With FIG. 5. 

[0092] If the ?rmWare certi?cate authentication fails in 
step 230, then, if the ?rmWare under test is the system boot 
?rmWare (step 224), the secure run-time checker process 
202 is aborted and the device is reset in step 210. If the 
?rmWare under test is other than the system boot ?rmWare, 
then execution is aborted in step 226. 

[0093] Assuming the ?rmWare certi?cate authentication 
passes in step 230, then the originator’s public key (ORIG 
_PUB_KEY) is authenticated in step 232. Authentication of 
the ORIG_PUB_KEY of the manufacturer certi?cate of the 
?rmWare under test is performed as described in connection 
With FIG. 6. 

[0094] If the originator’s public key authentication fails in 
step 234, then, if the ?rmWare under test is the system boot 
?rmWare (step 224), the secure run-time checker process 
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202 is aborted and the device is reset in step 210. If the 
?rmware under test is other than the system boot ?rmware, 
then execution is aborted in step 226. 

[0095] If the originator’s public key authentication passes 
in step 234, then the ?rmware is authenticated in step 236. 
Firmware authentication is performed as described in con 
nection with FIG. 7. 

[0096] If the ?rmware authentication fails in step 238, 
then, if the ?rmware under test is the system boot ?rmware 
(step 224), the secure run-time checker process 202 is 
aborted and the device is reset in step 210. If the ?rmware 
under test is other than the system boot ?rmware, then 
execution is aborted in step 226. 

[0097] If all authentication tests pass, then the Die ID is 
veri?ed in step 240. Veri?cation of the Die ID is performed 
as previously described in connection with FIG. 8. 

[0098] The validity status of the Die ID is returned to the 
calling software (if any) in step 242. If the DIE_ID ?eld is 
not set to “0”, and the die ID in the manufacturer certi?cate 
36 does not match the DIE_ID_FUSE in the eFuse memory 
24, then certain features may be disabled; however, some 
features may remain available, such as the ability to make 
emergency calls. 

[0099] After completion of the checker tasks 200 and 202, 
if the ?rmware is successfully tested, previous processing 
resumes from the point of stoppage and interrupts are 
re-enabled. 

[0100] By performing ?rmware and platform data authen 
tication during execution of the ?rmware, ?rmware replace 
ment after initiation can be detected and thwarted. By 
managing the processor’s state before and after executing 
the checking tasks 200 and 202, the tasks can be executed 
without re-initialiZation of the system. 

[0101] FIG. 10 illustrates the binding of a platform cer 
ti?cate 38 to an application ?le 32 or data ?le 34. Table 2 
lists the ?elds for a preferred embodiment of a platform 
certi?cate. 

TABLE 2 
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[0102] The platform certi?cate 38 makes use of the KEK 
stored in eFuse memory 14. In the preferred embodiment, 
the KEK is a random number generated on-chip during 
production, such that the value of the KEK is not known to 
anyone. The KEK in the eFuse memory 14 such that it is not 
accessible through I/O ports or to application software. It is 
desirable that each chip’s KEK be used in a manner that it 
cannot be externally determined or intercepted by other 
programs. While storage of the KEK in the eFuse memory 
14 allows determination through physical observation of the 
fuses in the fused memory, such observation can only upon 
destruction of the chip itself; since each chip generates its 
own KEK, knowledge of one chip’s KEK will not compro 
mise the security of other chips. 
[0103] The KEK is used to encrypt other software keys 
that are randomly generated during operation of the device. 
As shown in FIG. 9, a random number generator 250 (which 
could be either a hardware or software implementation) 
generates a random software key (SW_KEY) as necessary. 
Hence, each application may be associated with a different 
software key. SW_KEY is encrypted using the KEK in step 
252 and stored in the platform certi?cate 38 as ENC 
_SW_KEY. Since ENC_SW_KEY can only be decrypted 
using the KEK, and since the KEK is secret and internal to 
the chip, ENC_SW_KEY can only be decrypted to applica 
tions that have access to the KEK. Thus, only the system 
software in ROM should have access to the KEK. 

[0104] Other secured values in the platform certi?cate 38 
are encrypted using SW_KEY. Although not part of the 
certi?cate itself, the application ?le 32 or data ?le 34 may be 
optionally encrypted by SW_KEY responsive to a con?den 
tiality request as shown in encryption step 254 and 256. 
Whether or not the application ?le 32 or data ?le 34 is 
encrypted will also affect the software signature (SW_SIG) 
or signature certi?cate (SIG_CERT). The software ?le 32 or 
data ?le (optionally encrypted) is hashed in step 258 and 
encrypted by SW_KEY in step 260. This value is stored as 
SW_SIG. The certi?cate ?elds are hashed in step 262 and 
encrypted by SW_KEY in step 264. This value is store as 
SIG_CERT. 

Platform Certi?cate 

Field Name Function Security 

CERTiSIZE Certi?cate’s size (in bytes) 
CERTiTYPE Certi?cate’s type: Platform 
CONFIDiREQ Con?dentiality request (S/W encryption) 
APPLIiID Identi?er of the application proprietary of the 

code and/or data certi?ed by this certi?cate 
CODEiADDR Address where are stored the code and/or 

data to verify 
CODEiSIZE Size of the certi?ed code and/or data (in bytes) 
IV Initial Vector value for bulk encryption/ 

decryption in CBC mode 
ENCiSWiKEY Encrypted SW symmetrical key Random number encrypted 

using KEK 
Application code hash 
encrypted by random number 
key (SWiKEY) 

SWiSIG Code and/or data signature by the SW 
symmetrical key 

SIGiCERT Certi?cate signature by the SW symmetrical Manufacturer certi?cate ?elds 
key hashed and encrypted by 

random number key 

(sWiKEY) 
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[0105] The platform certi?cate associates an application 
or data ?le With the device 10 upon Which it is loaded. Once 
associated, the application or data ?le cannot be transferred 
to another device, since the platform certi?cate Will be 
invalid. Further, the APPLI_ID ?eld can be used to associate 
an application ?le 32 or data ?le 34 With a particular 
program. This could be used, for example, to alloW access to 
an audio or video ?le only in connection With a speci?c 
media player application, even if the format of the audio or 
video ?le Was a standard format capable of being played by 
various applications. 

[0106] FIG. 11 illustrates the unbinding of an application 
or data ?le from the platform certi?cate necessary to execute 
the application or use the data ?le Within an application. In 
step 270, SW_KEY is derived from the ENC_SW_KEY of 
the platform certi?cate 38 using the KEK from eFuse 
memory 14. SW_KEY is used to decrypt the SIG_CERT 
?eld of platform certi?cate 38 in step 272 and to decrypt the 
SW_SIG ?eld in step 274. 

[0107] The ?elds of the platform certi?cate 38, other then 
the SIG_CERT ?eld are hashed in step 276. The hash is 
compared to the decrypted SW_CERT ?eld in step 278. 
Similarly, the stored application or data ?le is hashed in step 
280 and the hash is compared to the decrypted SW_SIG ?eld 
from step 274 in step 282. If either the comparison in step 
278 or the comparison in step 300 indicates a mismatch, a 
system error occurs in step 302. OtherWise, the application 
is executed (or the data ?le is used by an application) after 
optional decryption in steps 304 and 306. 

[0108] The platform certi?cate provides signi?cant advan 
tages over the prior art. The binding of a softWare or data ?le 
to a device 10 helps to uncover any modi?cation of the 
original softWare module and prevents any copy of the 
source from running on another similar platform, offering an 
ef?cient protection against cloning attacks, speci?cally 
important for copyright management and media protection. 

[0109] The solution offers a high level of security since it 
is based on strong cryptographic techniques, such as one 
Way hash and bulk encryption, for platform signature and 
veri?cation. The solution can easily be adapted to any 
computing hardWare platform. The use of the KEK and a 
softWare key randomly-generated at the time of binding 
alloWs for external storage of the encrypted key in external 
memory. An unlimited number of different softWare keys 
can be used for the application and data ?les. Further, the use 
of symmetric bulk encryption techniques for the calculation 
of the signatures signi?cantly reduces processor computing 
loads relative to asymmetric techniques. 

[0110] FIG. 12 describes a particular use of the manufac 
turer and/or platform certi?cate to securely store a IMEI 
(International Mobile Equipment Identity) number in exter 
nal memory. The IMEI number is speci?ed in the UMTS 
(Universal Mobile Telephone Service) standard, release 5, to 
protect both the phone manufacturer and the operator against 
clones and obsolete or non-conforming user equipment. The 
IMEI number must be stored someWhere in the mobile 
phone and sent to the serving netWork on demand. The 
protection of the IMEI number against tampering by any 
means (hardWare, softWare or physical) has signi?cantly 
increased the required security level of mobile devices. To 
prevent tampering, many manufacturers have stored the 
IMEI number, Which is unique for each phone, on the chip 
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late in the production process. Storing the number on-chip in 
a manner Which is tamper-proof, hoWever, is an expensive 
proposition. 

[0111] As shoWn in FIG. 12, the IMEI can be stored in 
external memory in the manufacturer certi?cate (speci? 
cally, the PLAT FORM_DATA ?eld), Which is customiZed 
for each phone, and/or in external memory bound to a 
platform certi?cate. The baseband processing system 12 can 
access the IMEI in external memory either from the manu 
facturer certi?cate 36 of the system boot ?rmWare or from 
a memory location bound to a platform certi?cate 38. 

[0112] If the IMEI number is changed in the PLATFORM 
_DATA ?eld of the manufacturer certi?cate 36, it Will be 
detected by the secure reset boot checker prior to execution 
of the system boot softWare. If changed after the system boot 
softWare is loaded, a change in the IMEI number Will be 
detected by the secure run-time platform data checker. 

[0113] If the IMEI is stored in external memory bound to 
a platform certi?cate, any change in the IMEI Will be 
detected as an invalid SW_SIG. Using the platform certi? 
cate, the IMEI can be stored in any location in the external 
memory. 

[0114] The device 10 can be programmed to alloW emer 
gency calls even if the IMEI results in an invalid manufac 
turer certi?cate 36 or invalid platform certi?cate 38. 

[0115] FIG. 13 illustrates a block diagram for using ?elds 
in the manufacture certi?cate 36 to control the operation of 
the device 10. As shoWn in FIG. 13, the DEBUG_REQ ?eld 
of the manufacturer certi?cate 36 is used to control test 
access and emulation circuitry 320. Parameters set forth in 
the CONF_PARAM ?eld of the manufacturer certi?cate 36 
can be used to control any aspect of the operation of device 
10, by con?guring hardWare or softWare appropriately, as 
shoWn in blocks 322 and 324. 

[0116] In operation, the system boot softWare accesses the 
con?guration parameters from the manufacturer’s certi?cate 
to con?gure the hardWare and softWare resources. Placing 
the con?guration parameters in the manufacturer’s certi? 
cate 36 alloWs the manufacturer to design a device that has 
?exible hardWare and/or softWare con?gurations and safely 
and securely con?gure the device as appropriate. 

[0117] One use of securely storing con?guration param 
eters in a manufacturer’s certi?cate 36 Would be to alloW the 
device 10 to enter con?gurations in controlled situations, 
Where the con?guration Would leave the device 10 vulner 
able to attack. For example, during a test mode, the device 
10 could be placed in a con?guration Where certain normally 
hidden memory locations Would be accessible to reading 
and/or Writing. Also, certain hardWare parameters, such as 
memory performance settings, bus speeds, processing 
speeds, and so on, may be changed during a test mode for 
analyZing system operations. 

[0118] A second use of securing storing con?guration 
parameters in a manufacturer’s certi?cate Would be to 
control the performance of a device 10. As is Well knoWn in 
the computing industry, some users recon?gure hardWare 
and/or softWare parameters to push a device to its limits. For 
example, many user’s “overclock” a personal computers 
processor speed by changing the system clock speed or the 
multiple of the system clock at Which the processor operates. 
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Additionally, memory settings can be changed to improve 
memory access and throughput. While overclocking can 
improve the performance of a computing device, it can also 
reduce hardWare lifetimes by operating hardWare at tem 
peratures beyond their speci?cation. Further, computing 
devices may operate erratically at the overclocked settings. 
Overclocked settings can thus be costly to manufacturers in 
terms of Warranty and support. 

[0119] By setting parameters in the manufacturer certi? 
cate 36, attempts to change performance settings Would be 
thWarted, since the settings are de?ned in the manufacture 
certi?cate 36, Which can only be changed under the authority 
of the manufacturer. System boot softWare Would con?gure 
the device after a reset to the de?ned parameters. Any 
attempt to change the authoriZed settings in the certi?cate 
Would be detected by the secure reset boot checker 52 (after 
a reset) or the secure run-time checker 202. Any attempt to 
change the con?guration parameters by softWare outside of 
the system ?rmWare Would be detected by the secure run 
time platform data checker 200. 

[0120] A third use of securing storing con?guration 
parameters in a manufacturer’s certi?cate Would be to 
provide a single device that has different performance capa 
bilities and/or different functionality settings. The device 
could be sold according to its con?guration settings, Which 
are stored in the manufacturer certi?cate 36, such that the 
con?gurations could not be modi?ed by the user or a third 
party. The device 10 could be easily upgraded by the 
manufacturer. 

[0121] For eXample, a mobile computing device platform 
could be designed to run at multiple processor speeds and 
have different optional functionalities, such as Wireless 
netWorking, audio and video capabilities. The device could 
be sold at a desired con?guration that could be upgraded at 
a later date Without expensive hardWare upgrades, such as 
PC cards or memory port enhancements. 

[0122] FIG. 14 illustrates a variation on FIG. 13 Where 
con?guration data is stored in a data ?le 34 protected by a 
platform certi?cate. Any attempt to change the data ?le 34 
storing the con?guration parameters Would be detected by 
the system ?rmWare. The secure run-time platform data 
checker 200 could be modi?ed to check the contents of the 
data ?le during operation of the device. 

[0123] FIG. 15 illustrates an alternative design for access 
ing the device 10 is a certain mode, such as a test mode 
shoWn in FIG. 15. This design stores the hash of an access 
code (H_Test_ID). This code could be stored the eFuse 
memory 24. To access the test mode, the party Would need 
to enter an access code (Input_Test_ID). Input_Test_ID is 
hashed in block 330 and compared to H_Test_ID in block 
332. If the hashed access code from block 330 matches the 
stored hashed access code, then entry to the mode is enabled. 

[0124] In operation, the H_Test_ID Will normally be sig 
ni?cantly smaller in siZe than Input_Test_ID, reducing the 
storage space needed to store the access code. To gain entry 
to the desired mode, hoWever, a party Will need to supply a 
much larger number. While it is possible multiple inputs 
may hash to match H_Test_ID, it is statistically improbable 
that an improper input access code Will result in a match 
using present day hashing algorithms such as SHA-l or 
NDS. 
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[0125] Additionally, the design of FIG. 15 provides an 
additional security bene?t. Even if the stored hash, H_Tes 
t_ID, becomes knoWn, determination of an input code Which 
Would hash to H_Test_ID Would be computationally dif? 
cult. 

[0126] While the use of the hashed access code has been 
described in connection With test mode access, it could be 
used to provide security in any appropriate situation, such as 
access to change system parameters, as discussed above. 

[0127] Although the Detailed Description of the invention 
has been directed to certain exemplary embodiments, vari 
ous modi?cations of these embodiments, as Well as alterna 
tive embodiments, Will be suggested to those skilled in the 
art. The invention encompasses any modi?cations or alter 
native embodiments that fall Within the scope of the claims. 

1. A computing device comprising: 

a processing system; 

an externally-accessible memory coupled to the process 
ing system; 

an electronic ?le stored in the externally-accessible 
memory; 

a digital certi?cate containing information associating the 
electronic ?le and an identi?er linked to the computing 
device; and 

Wherein the processing system determines Whether there 
is a valid association betWeen a current state of the 
electronic ?le and the identi?er prior to accessing the 
electronic ?le. 

2. The computing system of claim 1 Wherein the digital 
certi?cate stores a softWare signature derived from an initial 
state of the electronic ?le. 

3. The computing system of claim 2 Wherein the softWare 
signature comprises a hash of the initial state of the elec 
tronic ?le, encrypted responsive to the identi?er. 

4. The computing system of claim 2 Wherein the infor 
mation includes a certi?cate signature of selected ?elds of 
the digital certi?cate. 

5. The computing system of claim 4 Wherein the certi? 
cate signature comprises a hash of selected ?elds, encrypted 
responsive to the identi?er. 

6. The computing device of claim 1 Wherein the electronic 
?le comprises a program. 

7. The computing device of claim 1 Wherein the electronic 
?le comprises a data ?le. 

8. The computing device of claim 1 Wherein the data ?le 
includes a unique identi?cation code for the computing 
device. 

9. The computing device of claim 8, Wherein the unique 
identi?cation code comprises an International Mobile 
Equipment Identity number. 

10. The computing device of claim 1 Wherein the certi? 
cate includes eXecution parameters associated With the elec 
tronic ?le. 

11. The computing device of claim 1 Wherein the digital 
certi?cate further includes information associating the elec 
tronic ?le With an application program. 




